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Abstract We synthesize in the opening the early years of computer science, as a young
yet massive propeller of evolution in all fields. Evolution of database sys-
tems is reviewed. We nominate some of the application categories of computer
technique, in expert systems and other types of data systems dedicated to
performance sporting and competition activity, as well as to complementary
activities to professional sport. We introduce a software system which inte-
grates information about top competition activity in a sports discipline, to be
installed and updated within a dedicated federation Web site. Intermediate
results and game events are on-line registered by using measurement equip-
ment connected to the system and log booked for later processing. From the
sporting point of view, final main results serve to the record booking, while
statistic data will help making the short, medium and/or long term training
programs. The application project sustaining the paper is dedicated to tennis
and international and/or internal competitions and achieved in Microsoft Ac-
cess, a flexible and accessible object-oriented, relational database management
system. A Web interface is integrated to the database, providing the Internet
access to currently updated information.

Keywords:system information, object-oriented relational databases, Internet, performance

sports, competition activity.

1. COMPUTER ERA
Since the end of the second world’s war, a new tendency conquered irre-

versibly world’s map: solving problems by the use of computer. The aris-
ing science was called computer science in the United States and English
world, while informatique in France - a hybrid newly derived from informa-
tion and ”automatique”. The field was very fast developed, in a rhythm never
achieved before in human knowledge zone, by gathering brains, creative force,
finance and material resources, inventions, innovations and, not unimportant,
mankind’s attachment.

Computer era: ˇ revealed the importance of information and of the necessity
to fast information processing for evolution; ˇ imposed new human activities,
around the creation and management of computer resources (programmers,
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system engineers, network managers, operators a.s.o.); ˇ redefined traditional
human activities by connecting them to the use of computer. In the last over
15 years, Internet became a universal means for human communication, of
advertising, banking, shopping and trading, of learning, management a.s.o.,
thus redefining new fields and ways of developing traditional activities: e-
business, e-commerce, e-learning, e-government, e-conomy etc.

Simultaneously, we cross the communication era, with computer systems
integrating multimedia, included into vocational domains like art and sports
and into creation itself (architecture, painting and music). Lately, also due to
the new global trend, computer leads the world towards the knowledge-based
society. The latter stated evolution seems most natural, as far as knowledge is
a higher, self-assumed and processed instance of information. Romanian acad-
emician Mihai Draganescu states that knowledge is information with meaning
and information that acts.

In vocational fields like art and sports, where human performances, conse-
quent to capitalization of native abilities by means of outstanding efforts, are
individual and personal, computer does not seem a compulsory assistant. Not
in the direct line, of developing the performances themselves. However, as an
auxilliary tool, implied in the management of resources, planning of activities
and results and digital assistance of activities, computer can contribute to
human success in the vocational fields too. Eventually, by using multimedia
techniques, not only of the top, but very spectacular as well.

By strongly introducing itself as the best information keeper, information
processor and information deliverer ever known, computer based systems be-
came a common part of our lives and most certainly a part of late human
culture.

2. DATABASES, DATABASES ENVIRONMENTS
AND SPECIFIC HARDWARE PLATFORMS

Computer science can be defined as the science responsible for reality mod-
elizing, by the means of computer. As computer technology, digital way of
thinking, maturity, as well as software engineering progressed, more applica-
tions were developed, more techniques of approaching and achieving informa-
tion systems in several activities were created, on distinct historical stages.

The database concept was born in the 7th decade of the past century to
introduce homogeneous structures of huge amounts of heterogeneous informa-
tion about distinct categories of persons, objects or activities which share the
same properties. Since the ’90s, the object oriented paradigm was added to
the relational database concept, thus imposing databases as software packages:
integrated data together with the management user application interface.
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Large and huge databases are best managed on dedicated client-server archi-
tectures, on distributed computer networks, including hardware and software
database server services. The software developed on the database server is
built using the SQL (Structured Query Language) standard language for data
retrieving and data management operations. A database on a Microsoft SQL
server includes the data, the stored procedures for the data management and
the users by groups of access rights.

At the user interface level, the object-oriented concept made possible unique
objects dedicated to any problem dealing with databases. Thus, a manage-
ment application database system object oriented designed integrates data
with management procedures, both at the interface control attached to an in-
dividual data field level, and at the application level itself. ODBC routines for
object attachment on guest machines are applied on the distributed environ-
ments. To this purpose, more and more database management environments
align to standards of connectivity, building the appropriate interfaces.

Another forward step was achieved by databases attached to complex ap-
plications residing on the web. The integrated solution, using or not using an
IIS, most commonly includes Active Server Pages which databases can connect
to. It lately seems that no regular application can ever stand more without
attaching a proper database, as no normal problem arises outside an impor-
tant amount of data to process. As the knowledge society is being founded,
in connection with the newly defined knowledge based economy (if we use Ro-
mano Prodi’s words while being the President of the European Committee),
we state that during the future 5 or 10 years more than 90/100 of the existing
computer applications will include a strong bank of data and that at least
50/100 of them will be advertised on the Internet.

3. COMPUTER IN THE SPORTING WORLD
To the planet society level, sports have had a huge span in the glorious

period of the ancient helenistic civilization, followed by a centuries long time
silence and forgettance. Finally, in the 20th century and especially after the
second world’s war, sports, like many other fields, acquired new values and
channeled multiple forces and resources, as well as an almost general interest,
by resurrecting forgotten zones. In sports, such a zone is the performing one,
in every branch, which acquired an important mass character on its public
adherence, by on-air media transmissions, mostly by television. On the other
hand, human evolution brought new interest in improving human physical
shape and a lot of knowledge about health and the ways to gain it and to
preserve it. Thus far, the continuously increased democracy of life lent to all
human creatures the need of day by day sporting, a hobby or an extra-activity
that previously was the privilege of the rich persons only.
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Within the sports competition and in the continuous sporting training ac-
tivity, as well as in clubs and economic companies with sports profile/delivery,
automation by computer is or may be present in many ways: - Creation of
banks of data, for the up-to-date top performances and the historical sports
results within the last 20 years or more, grouped hierarchically, by sports, fa-
mous sportsmen, years, competition types, traditional competitions etc., like
digital libraries or archives, with continuous updating. In distributed environ-
ment and published on the Internet, they can be an excellent and open source
of information for : sportsmen, trainers, media editorial staff, public ;

- Radio and Television competition transmissions, in which the main parts
belong, as human competencies, to commentators and the recording-transmission
staff, while technically to the communication field, by gathering strictly sport-
ing comment with electronics and computer technique;

- Planning and organizing stages of the sport training, both individual and
collective, between competitions ; planning is a product/sum of the conjugated
efforts of trainers and first line/top performers, as consultants, and of computer
experts, as designers and performers of the programs ;

- Knowledge based systems to assist the optimum decisions concerning the
effort measurement/measuring, the scientific management of the training de-
velopment, by meeting and by entire program and the performance stage ;
the information systems will take into account the scientific theories and the
practical experience of the field ever known, stored in knowledge bases ;

- Sportsmen’s inter-club movements on Internet book-keeping;
- On-line book-keeping of sporting material, equipment and services on the

internal and international market and sporting acquisitions by Internet (e-
commerce and e-shopping);

- Common local book keeping of human, material, technical and financial
resources in sporting companies and their capitalization.

Nowadays, society evolves by the massive incorporation of knowledge, thus
transforming national economies into informational economies. Specifically,
one bases professionalism into the productive and managerial act on specializ-
ing, globalization and knowledge [4]. Therefore, storing information about all
passed events and existent cases and the achievement of information systems
using data- and knowledge bases becomes a prime order necessity.

4. INTERNET
Since its boom, Internet has become the most efficient and accessible ad-

vertising means. Any private or state institution, of any size and profile, even
particular persons, may create its own space of presentation and advertising
on the digital international bus of information.
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In the past few years, it has also become a custom that big meetings, sum-
mits, festivals, contests, competitions, in any field and of any size and level, cre-
ate and pose their own site on the Internet, thus gathering information about
personalities and their activity, mostly in connection to certain moments, for
instance around the specified meetings. It seems that the international digital
bus might become a real universal archive.

Accordingly, the main part of the sporting Internet sites are the official
ones attached to the innumerable punctual world or regional competitions :
championships and cups on different sports, either annual, like in : athletics,
gymnastics, swimming, ski, artistic skating, football international and euro-
pean cups a.s.o., or quadriennial, such as the summer or winter editions of the
olympic games, the football european and world championships. The actual
scored results are presented onto these punctual sites, on one hand, and syn-
thetical information of every sportsman in the competition, on the other hand.
Additional data about performance sportsmen and their careers may be found
on some personal sites, owned by the personality oneself. However, one can
scarcely expect to full information about an entire sport and its performers,
even if gathering the data from all sites related.

Therefore, an integral overview on a national sporting branch may be ob-
tained by an official site of a national federation in the mentioned sport.
The approach in the present paper refers a project for the data structure
attached/connected to a national sport federation for a specific branch, for
the performance contests. We refer to lawn tennis for the specific data.

5. THE DATABASE STRUCTURE
APPLICATION PROJECT

We use the relational database model. The categories of objects are defined
by unique tables, one table for each category of objects. For instance : one
sportsmen table, one trainers table, one matches table a.s.o. Each category
must relate to at least one other category. The success of the model resides in
the normalizing rules, necessary to define and optimally limit the tables, on
one hand and in the use of some entity-association diagrams which complete
the database structural model.

Into this structure, information refer, on one side, all professional sportsmen
from the country and a certain discipline, reknown on the competition arena,
and other concern the most important contests they participate to. We de-
signed a flexible structure in order to comprise either national or international
level competitions, according to the client wish.

Within the sportsmen category, information include :
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- Identity data: Sportsman Identifier, unique in the current application ;
Sportsman Identifier in the national sports federation ; Personal Numerical
Code ; Surname and Name;

- Official general and competition data: Origin Category, other contest
information : applied to tennis and to some type of the competitions, whether
the player plays Simple or/and Double ; the Sportsman’s Group Position ; the
World/National Top Position;

- Official auxiliary personal data : Height, Weight ; for accuracy goal, we
log the weights in a history table, weights retained together with the Date
Weigh Measurements;

- Additional Personal Data : Studies, Complementary Sports practiced,
Extra Hobbies;

- Further information added by grace of the sports consultants.
Sportsmen origin categories are considered to be the clubs, the country re-

gions and, finally, the countries, the latter either compulsory for all sportsmen
in the international scheme or necessary for the foreign sportsmen in national
competitions.

Complementarily, the database includes information about the trainers re-
lated to the recorded sportsmen, in the history of their training relationship
(trainer - trains - sportsman). We supposed that a sportsman is trained by
one or more trainers during his entire sports career and that trainers train
more sportsmen, either concurrently or at least chronologically, on the other
side. The application stores professional and personal details about trainers.

For the competition level, we designed a maximal structure configuration, so
that the database can include data about international competitions, maybe
not exhaustively, but at least of the most important in some performance
sportsmen’s careers. We define the type and the area of competitions, then
the information referring the individual edition of the competition. One can
minimize structure span / scope, by recursive design of some of the competition
lists. Added to competitions, information about the arbitrators are recorded
and, obviously, the relationship between competitions and the arbitrators who
led them, among the ones existent into the base.

In tennis or other sports, competitions carry on in meetings where two parts
confront themselves, either of which gaining a number of points, so that meet-
ings end at a certain score table, that is after a variable number of minutes,
normally or due to a specific recordable reason. The initial reference informa-
tion about the match include the level and type of the meeting, the names of
performing/contesting sportsmen. Additionally, specialized equipment placed
on the arena continuously measure several game parameters, such as : service
speed and speed of the remainder of strokes for each of the players ; counts the
special different strokes and game events, such as : aces, double faults, nets
services, forehand and backhand strokes, lobes, smatches, volley-like strokes,
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long lines and crossings, percentage of time each player spends on the front or
back part of his field a.s.o. Measurements are processed by using elementary
univariate statistical functions like : average, counter, maximum, minimum,
statistic mean/average, updated on-line, during the match time.

Sportsmen entity is referred through the usual mecanism of the couple (pri-
mary key in the parent coordinate table - external key into the child subordi-
nate table) (see figure 1), on one hand by the matches table, and finally in the
final match results table, the latter actually consisting of the partial instance
of the score table at the final moment of the match together with statistical
game results. We consider that statistical information collected during the
matches may improve sportsmen future performances, if trainer uses them
with a dedicated training program software in order to correct the parameters
of future training sessions on short, medium and long term.

Sportsmen Matches Primay key External key

Fig. 1. Entity-association relationship between sportsmen and the competition matches,
by highlighting cardinality association.

Relationship between the two categories presented in the figure is typical to
the most part of the relationships entity-association used into the database.
The relationship cardinality is expressed by the couple formed of the minimum
and the maximum number of achievements (instances) of the entity, which
can be associated with a single achievement of the association partner. In
the figure, in a tennis simple game and on one side/part of the nets can play
at least one sportsman but at the same time at most one - semantically just
one (the (1, 1) cardinality couple from the sportsmen side), meanwhile the (0,
n) cardinality associated to the matches entity reveals the fact that a player
recorded into the base may not have played any game or, at the opposite, may
have already played into a maximum of n games, where n = 1.

Depending on the association degree, the relationships in the presented
model are of the one-to-many type, if only the maximum value of the pos-
sible achievements within the binary relationship is specified (view figure 1).
Depending on the number of entities participant at the association, the most
frequent are the binary associations (between distinct categories), and some
of them use recursion (self-adjoint associations).

The input data volume most certainly depends on the human, material and
financial force the site owner can offer.
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6. HOSTING THE DATABASE ON THE WEB
On one hand, the application user interface to any Web browser includes the

site itself, achieved with any usual web programming environment (Dreamweaver,
Macromedia Flash). Its aspect and ease of use by quick functionality will fully
depend on the artistic skills, realistic and pragmatic vision and experience of
the Web designer and, supplementary, on the Web artistic consultant, if any.

On the other hand, the site connects to the above briefly described database.
We chose the Active Server Pages solution, as the client application database
system is built in a compatible environment, namely Microsoft Access. An
initial updated database is provided by the designer. The client of the sys-
tem is encharged to keep any new data about competitions, sportsmen and
trainers up to date, fact which requires an appropriate hardware and software
environment at the client’s physical site.

If the distributed local network solution is agreed upon, we recommend a
further dedicated Internet Information System. An Internet service provider
is needed, either in the case of a local stand-alone workstation system or of a
local computer network located at the client’s updating site.

7. REMARKS
For huge databases (containing more than 500,000 records), we strongly rec-

ommend a distributed hardware and software platform, in a dedicated client-
server architecture, with an Oracle or Microsoft SQL database server. In the
latter mentioned platform, workstations are provided with a Microsoft Access
client application. A web server is needed.
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